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Abstract:  Face recognition system is an application of computer vision and Image processing which is capable of performing 
two major tasks of identifying and verifying a person from an image or a video database. The human face is a complicated 
multidimensional model and it needs a sturdy recognition technique to recognize a human face. The face recognition accuracy is 
depends on two procedure which are human face detection and a feature extraction method. Many of face recognition feature 
extraction techniques are used to recognize the face but it needs more enhancements acquire to get optimum outcome.  This 
paper majorly concentrates on comparative study between PCA (Principal Component Analysis), LDA (Linear Discriminant 
Analysis), Clustering and SVM (Support Vector Machine) algorithms. 
Keywords:  Image processing, Face Recognition, PCA, LDA, SVM, Cluster, Eigen face, Eigen vectors, Scatter matrix, Mean 
image. 

I.INTRODUCTION 
Image processing is a method to perform some operations on an image, in order to get an enhanced image or to extract some useful 
information from it [1]. It is a process of pictures victimization mathematical operations using any kind of signal process provided 
the input is an image [2].Image processing basically includes importing the image via image acquisition tool, analysing and 
manipulating the image, output in which result can be altered image or report that is based on image analysis [1]. The purposes of 
image processing are virtualisation-observe the objects that are not visible, image sharpening and restoration-to create a better 
image, image retrieval-seek for the image of interest, measurement of pattern-measure various objects in an image, image 
recognition-distinguish the objects in an image. Analog or visual techniques of image processing can be used for hard copies like 
printouts and photographs. Digital techniques help in manipulation of the digital images by using computers [3].Face is one of the 
variables that are very easy to remember in real life. Generally humans can remember and recognise a person based on his face. 
Moreover it is one of the complex variables when viewed from the perspective of computer vision [4].  Face Recognition has 
become a very active research area, partly because of the increased interest in biometric security system. A Face Recognition 
System (FRS) is a computer vision and it automatically searches a human face from database of images. Face recognition falls under 
the sector of object detection. It is a typical kind of detection as it involves the detection of the frontal faces which almost look alike 
[5]. A human face can modify because of many conditions like increasing age ,wearing a glass, have a beard and change in hair 
style that generate complexity in recognition process of face [6]. Facial recognition process is divided into three stages namely-fetch 
the image, process the image and compression or classification and indicates whether the subject in the input image is present in the 
database or not. Generally, FRS is used for Verification (one-to-one matching) and Identification( one-to-many matching). 

II.ISSUES AND CHALLENGES IN FACE RECOGNITION SYSTEM 
There are numerous factors due to which the appearance of the face varies. These variations may be due to physical nature of the 
face that are independent of the observer. The other issues due to which face recognition rate may drop are  likely due to the changes 
in camera angle , variation in the angle of  light that illuminated on the face, change in facial features , facial expressions, 
occlusions, changes in the surroundings while capturing the images. The system faults like camera distortion, background noise, 
insufficient storage, improper techniques of the system can deteriorate the FRS. 

III.IMAGE DATABASE DESIGN AND ALGORITHMS  
A. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) also known as Karchunen-Loeve or Hotelling transform belongs to linear transform based on 
the statistical techniques [4, 5, and 6]. It works on Eigen face. PCA is a simple approach for face recognition of only frontal faces 
and is based on grey level matching. PCA is one of the most important methods used in pattern recognition and compression. It is a 
feature extraction and dimension reduction method. By means of data compression PCA technique reduces the dimension of data 
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and shows the effective low dimensional structure of facial features. This dimensional reduction discards information which is not in 
use and precisely decomposes the face structure components into orthogonal components known as Eigen faces. The face features 
are extracted by the PCA method, reducing the dimensionality of input space. 
The purpose of PCA is to reduce large dimensionality of the image space to the smaller intrinsic dimensionality of feature space, 
which is needed to describe the data economically. PCA finds major applications in the fields of image analysis, reorganising 
unknown faces and dimensional data resolution [7]. PCA method use Eigen face algorithm. as depicted in Fig. 1 the Eigen face 
algorithm flowchart and the images trained on PCA for normal images surveyed from various papers as an illustration.   

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 1. Eigen Face Algorithm flowchart 

Let I be an image of size (푃 ,푄 ) then the training operation of PCA can be explained in mathematical form with following steps. 
 
1) Convert the training image matrix I of pixel (N,M)  in the vector form as X as (N,1) 

Where    N=PXQ 
2) Create a training set of training image vectors by concatenating each column vector Xi such that its size is (N, M) and 

X=[푋  ,푋 ,푋 … ,푋 ] where,  Xi represent the ith image vector.  
             M=number of training images 

                                                                 N=size of training images 
3) Compute the mean of training set and given by A:  

                                                   퐴 = ∑ 푥                           (1) 
4) Obtain mean subtracted vector (B) by subtracting mean from each training image and is given by: 

                                                퐵 = 푋 − 퐴                                                              (2) 
5) Create the difference matrix B by concatenating 퐵  mean subtracted vectors such that difference matrix is given by: 

 
                                                 퐵 = [퐵 ,퐵 ,퐵 , . . ,퐵 ]                                         

6) Compute the covariance matrix (C) such that it reduces the computation.  
The covariance matrix is given by:  퐶 = 퐵 푋퐵                                                                                             (3) 

7) Compute the Eigen vectors and Eigen values of the covariance matrix C 
8)                                                   퐶 ×  푉 = 휆  × 푉                                                                    (4) 

                                            푊 = 퐵 × 푉       Here, W is the Eigen vector matrix.                                 (5) 
9) Order the eigenvectors descending by their Eigen value. The k principal components are the eigenvectors corresponding to the 

k largest Eigen values. Projecting the sample images to this Eigen face space. k< less than total samples M  
                                  푌 × = 푊 × (푋 − 퐴)                                                         (6) 

Start 
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Finding Eigen faces 
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10) For recognition of unknown face or test image, normalize it by subtracting from mean vector of all images in the training set. 
Then using equation (5) project the normalized test image as shown in the following equation: D is the normalized test image. 

                                           푇 = 푊 × 퐷                                                              (7) 
11) After the feature vector (weight vector) for the test image have been found out, next step is to classify it. For the classification 

task we could simply use Euclidean distance classifier. 
                                         푒 = 푚푖푛||푇 − 푌||                                                                       (8)  

If distance is small then we can say the images are similar and we can decide which is the most similar image in the database [9] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 2. Eigen faces for normal images for variation in expressions               Fig 3. Eigen Faces for normal image with PCA 
 
B. Linear Discriminant Analysis calculation 
LDA is another holistic approach based face recognition method proposed by Etemad and Chellapa. However, unlike Eigen faces 
which attempt to maximize the scatter of the training images in face space, it attempts to maximize the between class scatter, while 
minimizing the within class scatter. In other words, moves images of the same face closer together, while moving images of 
different faces further apart. Overall it tries to increase the ratio of the between-class scatter to within class scatter. Here, the class is 
the collection of images of the same person.  
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is a generalization of Fisher’s linear discriminant, a method in statistics, pattern recognition 
and machine learning to find a linear combination of features that characterises or separates two or more classes of objects and 
events. Unlike Eigen faces which attempt to maximize the scatter of the training image in face space, it attempts to maximize the 
between class scatter. It is a data separation technique. The objective of LDA is to find the direction that can well separate the 
different classes of the data once projected upon. Recognition is performed by projecting a new face onto the Fisher space. LDA is 
used in statistics, pattern recognition and machine learning to find a linear combination of features which separates two or more 
classes of objects or events. 
1) Let X be a random vector with samples drawn from c classes 

                                                  푋 = [푋 ,푋  ,푋 , … . ,푋 ] 
                                                        푋 = [푥 ,푥 ,푥 , … . , 푥 ] where 푋  ith image vector 

2) The scatter matrices SB and SW are calculated as: 
                                                        푆 = ∑ 푁 (푈 −푈)(푈 −푈)                                                                                    (9) 
                                                         푆 = ∑ ∑ (푋Є −푈)(푋 −푈)                                                        (10) 
Where U is the total mean. 
                                                 푈 = ∑ 푋                                                                                      (11) 

And 푈  is the mean of class.  푖 Є (1,2, … ,퐶)             푈 =
| |

∑ 푋Є                                         (12) 

Fisher's classic algorithm now looks for a projection W that maximizes the class seperability criterion. 

                                                         푊 = arg푚푎푥 (| |)
(| |)

                                                       (13) 

The rank of 푆  is at most (N - c), with N samples and c classes. In pattern recognition problems the number of samples N is almost 
always smaller than the dimension of the input data (the number of pixels), so the scatter matrix SW becomes singular. This was 
solved by performing a Principal Component Analysis on the data and projecting the samples into the (N- c) dimensional space. A 
Linear Discriminant Analysis was then performed on the reduced data, because 푆  is not singular anymore. 
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                                                               푊 = arg푚푎푥 (|푊 푆 푊|                                                                         (14) 

                                                         푊 = arg푚푎푥 | |

| |
                                           (15) 

The transformation matrix W projects the sample images into the (c-1) dimensional space, also known as fisher face  that is then 
given by: 
                                                         푊 = 푊 푊                                                                           (16) 
The expression for projection of image samples is given by: 
                                                               푌( )× = 푊 × (푋 − 퐴)                                                           (17) 
Rest of the procedure for face recognition is similar to that of PCA.[9] 

 
Fig. 4. Fisher faces 

C. Clustering Algorithms  
Cluster is the task of grouping a set of objects in such a way that objects in the same group are more similar to each other than to 
those in other groups[20]. Clustering includes different algorithms namely: k-means,  c-means, Rank-Order, Co-Clustering. K-
means clustering groups data vectors into a pre-defined number of cluster based on Euclidean distance; c-means clustering is a data 
clustering algorithm in which each data point is associated with cluster through a membership degree [12]; Rank –Order clustering 
is a form of agglomerative hierarchical clustering using  nearest neighbour based distance measure [13]; Co-clustering method 
automatically select the class independent salient features from still image. 
1) K-Means Clustering Algorithm: k-means algorithms proved their usefulness in the area of image analysis, segmentation 

process. Thus the steps for k-mean algorithm are as follow:  
Step 1: Initialize step with centre C 
Step 2: For each data point  푥 , compute its minimum distance with each centre 퐶 . 

                                                                 푐 = 
∑ | ( )

∑ | ( )
                                                            (18)  

Step 3: For each centre  퐶 , recomputed the new centre from all data points 푥   belong to this cluster. 
Step 4: Repeat steps 2 and 3 until convergence.   
 
2) Modified k-means : Modified k-means algorithm is a new  algorithm for k-means based on the optimization formulation 
The steps of this algorithm represented as 
Step 1: Dividing data set (D) into k-parts 
                                                D=⋃ 푆 ,푆 ∩ 푆 = 휑, 푘1 ≠ 푘2                                                            (19) 
Step 2: Let 푥( )

( ),푘 = 1, … ,퐾 be initial clustering centres calculated by: 

                                                  푥( )
( ) = ∑ 푑( )/|푆 |( )∈ , k=1,….,K                                                                                      (20) 

Step 3: Decide membership of the patterns in each one of the K Clusters according to the     minimum distance from cluster centre. 
Step 4: Calculate new centre using the iterations  
Step 5: Repeat step 3 and 4 till there in no change in cluster centre. 
3) C-Means Clustering Algorithm: The algorithm employs fuzzy partitioning such that a given data point can belong to several 
groups with a degree specified by membership grades between 0 and 1 
Step 1: Initialize the membership matrix U with random data between 0 and 1, which would satisfy the formulas, constrains.  
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                                                       푢 = 1,∀푗 = 1, … .휋                                                                                             (21) 

Step 2: To calculate the C cluster   퐶 = ∑ 푢  퐴 /∑ 푢     퐶 = 1, … . .퐶 . 
Step 3: Use  퐹 = 푢 (퐴 −퐶 ) (퐴 − 퐶 )/∑ 푢    to calculate the C results of covariance matrix 퐹  , i=1,……C. 
Step 4: Use  푢 =푑 (퐴 ,퐶 ) /( )/∑ [푑 (퐴 ,퐶 )] /( ) to calculate new matrix U, repeat step 2. 
4) Rank-Order Clustering Algorithm: In Rank-Order clustering distance between two clusters is computed and following are the 
steps used to calculate the distance between clusters      
Step1 :  Initialize cluster C={퐶 ,퐶 ………퐶 } by letting each face be a single-element cluster. 
Step 2: Repeat for all pairs C  and C  in C clusters. 

Step 3: Compute the distances 퐷 (퐶 ,퐶 ) by , ( , )

 ( , ( ))
 and  퐷 (퐶 ,퐶 ) by 

,
. 푑(퐶 ,퐶 )  where     휑 퐶 ,퐶 =

| | | |
 

∑ ∈ ∪  ∑ 푑(푎, 푓 (푘))                                                                   (22) 
Step 4: Denote (퐶 ,퐶 )  as candidate merging pair if 퐷 (퐶 ,퐶 ) < t and 퐷 (퐶 ,퐶 ) <1 where t is Rank-Order threshold. 
Step 5: Do transitive merge on all candidate merging pair and update C and absolute distance between clusters. 
Step 6: Move all single-element clusters in C into an “un- grouped” face cluster 퐶  
5) Co-Clustering Algorithm: Co-clustering, often  referred as a biclustering in 2D aims to explore the association in data matrix  
amongst utterances and features in terms of sub-matrices. 
 Initialization:   
퐴 × = [푎 ,푎 , … … … . 푎 ], D, Q, where A is input facial expression feature matrix,   D corresponds to the selected singular vectors 
and Q represents the number of co-clusters. 
Step 1: Normalize the features for i = 1,…,n to have zero mean and unit variance. 

푎 = (푖 = 1, …푛)      퐴 × =[푎 , … . .푎 ]                                                             (23) 

Step 2: Apply the SVD to 퐴 and let 푆  and 푆  denotes the row space and columns space respectively. 
                                                                      푆 =  [푢 , . . ,푢 ] = [푥 , … ,푥 ]                                                              (24) 
                                                         푆 = [푣 , … , 푣 ] = [푦 , … . , 푦 ]                                                                          (25) 

                           Step 3: For the given Q , compute the smallest푄  

Step 4: Compute the probability 퐵  using 퐵 =
√  ( )

e ∗( ) of a given sample 푥  to group 푔  in a loop , l =0,…. L. 

Where 푚  is centre and 퐶  is covariance 푥  is sample 
Step 5: Repeat the process for   푆 . Row information from 푆  and column information from 푆  are grouped together in 푄 groups 

forming the 푄  sub-matrices. 
Step 6: Sort the co-clusters in descending order and exclude features that belongs to first N co-clusters. 

 
Fig. 4 Clustering of a image 

6) State Vector Machine Algorithm: SVM is a algorithm that analyse data used for classification and regression analysis, is most 
useful technique in classification problems. For an example, face recognition. It is used in image processing for different purpose 
but mainly it is used to classify the brightness value of image pixels which are in the vector form. It is also used for the pattern 
recognition problem, learns from examples images and relies on the techniques from machine learning to find the relevant 
characteristics of face recognition [15]. SVM behaves well in statistical learning in pattern recognition, it can minimise structural 
risk to perform well in both linear and non-linear classification. SVM is mainly used for binary pattern classification. It can 
generate more accurate result rather than other neural network on pattern classification/recognition problem [15]. SVM uses a 
non-linear mapping to transform the original training data into higher dimensions. They uses two types of classifier for 
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classification purpose namely: Linear SVM classifier; Kernel SVM classifier[18].The major problem to deal with multi-class 
issue, so different methods are adopted to overcome this problem namely SVM is combined with Relative Difference Space 
(RDS) [15], SVM ensemble method[16]. Thus the SVM was first proposed by Vapanik [16], which can be used for pattern 
recognition and non-linear regression by minimizing the structural risk.  

State vector machine algorithm is used for pattern recognition purpose which belongs to different classes. 
Step 1: Assume a training set as X = { 푥 ,푥 ,….푥 } which include N samples of K classes (K ≤ 푁)  the ck represents class ID. 
Step 2: Figure out reference point re푓  of each class in RDS. For k classes there are k reference points. 
Step 3: re푓  is located the RDS transformation is given by 푅퐷  = {푥 -re푓 |푖 = 1,2, . . ,푁} 푅퐷 = {푥 − 푟푒푓 |푐 ≠ 푗; 푖 =

1,2, … . ,푁; 푗 = 1,2, … .퐾} where 푅퐷  is the relative within-class set and 푅퐷  is the relative between-class set. 
Step 4: Thus we get a binary set of points 푥  where i= 1,2,…,N where each point 푥  belongs to classes that are identified. 

IV.ANALYSIS ON COMPARATIVE STUDY 
TABLE I 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
Researchers in face recognition have used, modified and adapted many algorithms and methods to their purpose. Principle 
component analysis (PCA) was applied to face representation and recognition. The PCA method is obviously of advantage to 
feature extraction, but it is more suitable for image reconstruction because of no consideration for the separability of various classes. 
Aiming at optimal separability of feature subspace, LDA (Linear Discriminate Analysis) can just make up for the deficiency of 
PCA. Large margin classifiers in machine learning such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) have been successfully applied to a 
number of applications, ranging from time series prediction, to face recognition, to Biological data processing for medical diagnosis. 
Algorithm are chosen depending upon required accuracy and also based upon the application. Based on the study of these 
algorithms, PCA and LDA perform well under suitable conditions like Normal light and no pose variation , distance from camera 
should be 1-3 feet for best results, where as clustering can be used in the situations where there will be change in the facial 
expression , but like PCA they also work for certain conditions, they cannot be used when there is a change in illuminations, 
presence of occlusion, thus SVM is most suitable technique which overcomes the problems like illumination, occlusion, ageing and 
mainly it can be used in hybrid face recognition techniques. Thus we can conclude SVM has higher accuracy in face recognition 
technique where as PCA has the least. Possibilities of increasing this accuracy of PCA can be done by hybrid combination of such 
techniques. 
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